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Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene. Keylontic Science techniques are beginning measures we can take
to

Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene allows for progressive biological transmutation out of solid matter
and
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Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene. Geomancies Geomancies are composite Fire Letter Light-Symbol
Control Codes
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Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene so we may conect the Morphogenetic Field and genetic distortions
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Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene. This allows us the ability to correct the The MCEO
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Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene allows for progressive biological transmutation out of solid matter
and

Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene. Human evolution is and has always been the process of

Page:  27

the silicate matrix gene code. This process begins activation of other gene codes and

activation of other gene codes and bio-energetic structures within the human body and

the manifest human gene code. The gth dimensional Monad identity is the level of

Page:  28

into the operational gene code, while simultaneously beginning the embodiment of the higher
identity
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into the operational gene code, while simultaneously beginning the embodiment of the higher
identity
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are carrying the gene codes of many stellar races. Although all the beings are
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into the human gene and the Indigo gene template so they would be able

and the Indigo gene template so they would be able to regenerate at least
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called "the gene code." We"re also influenced by the electromagnetic rays that are
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called "the gene code." We"re also influenced by the electromagnetic rays that are
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and in the gene code. 5. Why do we have 1728 selves? • When
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Depending on your gene code, it will give you certain orientations. But you chose

body and that gene code to have those experiences. But once you get beyond
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comes to the gene codes and human beings, we would be no better if,
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Diamond Sun Crystal Gene" DNA, also enabled ancient Angelic Humanity to experience the
organic

Page:  8

of ET-visitor gene lines. If the Illuminati-Elder races were to achieve their

Dominion, the Illuminati gene lines would need to progressively interbreed with those of the

Page:  10

which triggers DNA gene response. In human populations, the DNA mutation resulting from
this

Leviathan Illuminati-Human gene codes to a "common mutation," leaving "unplugged" the

"new common-gene human" that resulted from this common mutation, the Illuminati
hybridhumans-

amnesiac "common-gene humans" as slaves.

Page:  12

all "common-gene human" "Sleeper" populations. The "common-gene mutation" affected

The "common-gene mutation" affected both Angelic Human and Illuminati-Human gene lines,

and Illuminati-Human gene lines, returning both to a state of "relative primitive

the "common-gene mutation" through progressive Bio-regenesis. In this regard, the Illuminati

the "common-gene

Page:  13

the "common-gene Sleeper humans" of both Angelic Human and Illuminati-Human descent,
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the "common-gene humari" mutation that began in 13,400 BC continued to accelerate.
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failing Angelic Human gene code. In 10,500 BC Illuminati-Humans waged the "Luciferian

mutated "common-gene human" race lines of Lower Earth were reduced once more,
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"new common-gene humari" blended genetic code, the result of the common DNA

this "common-gene" created vulnerabilities and potential loss of Ascension ability among the

the Angelic Human gene code. Thus the contemporary remote-translations of the MCEO COT
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distorted, because our gene codes became distorted, because the electromagnetic fields on
the planet
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with the human gene code. So, we"ve been tricked in a lot of ways

is in the gene code, or because of the time frame. You might have

might have the gene code, but it didn"t start activating til too late. By
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might resemble our gene code that runs around up there, because we"re running around
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done with the gene codes that we have here, as far as healing much
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within the human gene code since 9562 BC, at which time Earth became a
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in keeping certain gene codes available and portions of consciousness trapped. 2. Bi-Vectus:
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Codes. Creating a gene- line with this "Gift of AquA"elle" was bringing back
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in the male gene line. The 6:6:6 seed atom turns the natural
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process in the gene lines. The males who are working with it can start
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having well the gene code of humans had that; they were Angelic Humans; that
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faltering Angelic Human gene codes here to actually come awake and alive much more

Page:  44

regenesis of the gene code, that will allow you to biologically go through gates.

things in our gene codes that will assist us in very rapid regenesis of

Page:  83

because of the gene code mutation, but it does work as this and we"re

Page:  86

mutations in the gene code and the tampering with FA"s and their hidden agendas
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in keeping certain gene codes available, and in, also, in keeping certain portions of
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to create a gene line that had the Codes of the Crystal Core Keepers.
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as far as gene lines and things. It was like a triple death-seal
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are here your gene lines will activate naturally in relation to it once that

Page:  221

in to the gene code. The natural process is quite beautiful-they take it

reverse mutate your gene code. So we"re in the middle of this mess here,

Page:  223



in the male gene line. And there are codes within the matriarchal DNA that
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literally, through the gene lines. Next one please. [D4 C8 1:56:12]
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them, so the gene code ... kind of like Noah"s Ark, but it didn"t
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have a specialized gene code now that is crossed with the ones from Appolyon.
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we had the gene codes that could run the Star Gates. We all ran
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what type of gene line it came up to be here. I"m not even
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out of the gene line, in order to be able to activate the Core

Page:  301

that one? That gene was actually ... it came from here, and it had

out of the gene code, so by the time ... the first one, it

want to create gene lines from themselves, anyway. They came, to literally transmute that

part of that gene code, to progressively get it so you could have one

done in your gene code to get your base pulse rhythm up to where
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within the human gene code for reclamation of Path of the Dhani "Living-
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part of their gene line, they will come and get them at that point

Page:  166

would bring the gene pool into the Earth gene pool and then from there

into the Earth gene pool and then from there the 5 Aquari Cloister race

in the Aquari gene line into the Angelic Human race lines. So, each of

Page:  172

build up their gene code to get back the ability to just do ascension

upgrade a falling gene code. The Anunnaki"s gene code here were falling completely and

code. The Anunnaki"s gene code here were falling completely and there were attempts to

Page:  175

by raping the gene code of the Urtha group of Angelic-Human-Cioister-hybrid-
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or what its gene code reads as. So we will never be given, while
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have in the gene code but if you don"t go through physically, whenever the
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on, or a gene code on. And that was started by the Bourgha. As
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you know the gene templates and things -so if you see anybody or
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Races had the gene codes of the Aqua FarE Races from Urtha-the Aquari-



and Cloister Race gene code was being progressively compromised by raiding from Fallen
Angelic
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raids and the gene code was falling apart and wouldn"t be able to run
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with a particular gene code called the Aquafereion gene code, or the Aquari human

called the Aquafereion gene code, or the Aquari human gene code. The Aquafereion races

the Aquari human gene code. The Aquafereion races are someone that are very precious

falling Angelic Human gene code, because the Angelic Human races from the Atlantian
dramas
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that carry their gene codes, and what are literally being used to anchor the

Page:  16

showing in my gene code today?" Because once they show in the bio gene

in the bio gene code, they will begin to show in the eyes. That

Page:  23

regular 12 strand gene code, there are going to be a lot of blanks

would fry the gene code so fast because there"s too much frequency that the

Page:  66

bad how the gene code would be and how little memory anyone had. They
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far as their gene codes, to get their ascension codes back. So, it seems

Page:  74

still be the gene lines on the planet that had the capacity to open

into the human gene line and the Cloister gene line-the Indigos-we got

and the Cloister gene line-the Indigos-we got to 10,500BC. This is where

Page:  155

to develop the gene code that would allow you to pass through on your

Page:  165



within their own gene codes, the Aquari gene or the Aquari Line Human gene,

codes, the Aquari gene or the Aquari Line Human gene, or Cloister. There is

Aquari Line Human gene, or Cloister. There is Indigos and there is 12 Strand

the Aquari Line gene as well. This particular calling was put out- it was

Page:  168

from our little gene codes down here on Earth. So they tell us as

Page:  181

don"t have the gene code to make it through in a short time. So
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shut down the gene code enough so we can"t pull them directly from the

Page:  215

fully, if your gene code can do it, and you would be able to
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to tell what gene sequences and what genes to turn off and on and
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is a key gene ration cycle which generates quantum and reaches a certain point
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manifestation of a gene code imprint, that brings the literal Eye of God structure
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that"s formed of gene codes that are from here, implies that the mutation will
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mutation of the gene code. So, we"re going to inhale in both the Rasha
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the Aquari Human gene codes from the mutation here, that when you try to
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put in the gene code as a self-sabotage type thing, why there"s such
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regenerate their Kristiac gene code enough where they can slide into the Ascension Earth

Page:  471



into the planetary gene pool for the Aquari humans, through the 7th line of

is in the gene code of the Aquafereion humans that has been there since
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feel like my gene code is not keeping up with it, but it seems
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natural Kristiac cellular gene code that will allow the body to actually become stronger
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she started a gene line. And the first part oh, you"re kidding. Okay, cool.
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out of our gene code, out of our bodies, and there has still been
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know, making lines, gene lines fall so they could incarnate into them. This has
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portions of our gene codes that are meant to make us sick from solar
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built into the gene codes, or not built in, but designed into the gene

designed into the gene codes of the Aquari Line Humans here on Earth, that
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the AquA"elle Matrix, gene sequences that are presently fragmented in the junk DNA" So,

speak to the gene code and call those pieces of fragments back together into

codes in the gene code. Instructions for Receiving the Code of AR-tur-a

that"s what your gene code will do if you"ve got it-but to hold

Page:  75

potential into the gene codes here, to allow for this, when this time, at

Page:  121

or a certain gene line that was kept alive here among the Aquari Indigos

Page:  137

pattern of your gene code and all of that When that part of you

Page:  175

mess up the gene codes so I couldn"t walk in. And they almost succeeded
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in our particular gene code in this lifetime from the Shield of Solomon so

Page:  192

well and the gene code is not mutated to death, that would naturally take

and where their gene code is at on the planet And they will be

Page:  196

have all the gene codes in their own of the others so they could

Page:  199



point where your gene code can expand enough to hold all of the memory
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with this particular gene code and this face and that hair, it is going

Page:  232

mutation in the gene code, but because of the electromagnetic mess that our planetary

Page:  238

replica of the gene code, which should be the gene code in the natural

should be the gene code in the natural bio-code encryption goes here, in
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muck of the gene code and then it would go back again to where
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has in its gene code the codes that open this Seal, when the Gha-
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kidnapped, Split Fetal Gene Code will also come back to you. So each of
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get our kidnapped gene code back. That is the part of ourselves where we
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one, created by gene splicing another racial origin with the Melchizedek; the other a
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is also a gene code here that goes with the Melchizedeks. It is a

It is a gene code that is what is considered a Cloister race. Cloister

12-Strand DNA gene code in its Morphogenetic Field and in its gene code

and in its gene code itself. We all have some portion of it, but

to have these gene codes and happen to be from these matrices, but so

Page:  14

frequency through our gene code to find out that information. Even if one is
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Matrix "Crystal Gene" 12-Strand DNA Template is restored to its organic order,
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in the human gene code. To seal with that, you take that image of
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been in our gene lines on this planet and has caused the progressive ...
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what"s in your gene code, how much of the karmic mess you have to

Page:  58

function of the gene code, alright? This one, the 02 NET, is the Intra-
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Angelics into the gene code. It was meant to kill us before we could
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what"s in our gene code, and how longwhat I mean, none of us may
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of Evolution The Gene Code of Each Human on Earth fits into one of

inherent to the gene code, and thus the evolutionary potentialities of the Biology. Dhani
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depending on your gene code; it will give you certain orientations for which you

body and that gene code to have those experiences. But once you get beyond
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of Evolution The Gene Code of Each Human on Earth fits into one of

inherent to the gene code, and thus the evolutionary potentialities of the Biology. M31-
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to an ascension gene code, with appropriate Bhardoah or "Bhardoah intervention" procedures.
But
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shift what the Gene Code is doing. And, the object of shifting ... what
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But, our entire Gene Code and our Atomic Structure, because of the tilt and
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reverse corrupt our Gene Code and that kind of thing. But it isn"t easy.
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that in the gene code and the atomic structure itself And what we need
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or rehabbing the gene code to do there, as well. So, it kind of
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to an ascension gene code, with appropriate Bhardoah or "Bhardoah intervention" procedures.
But
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due to parental gene codes or incarnate"s own karma. Possessor remains in D-4
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potential within our gene code, or we can lose that ability. Some people will
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have a hybrid gene-code ... they"re part extra-terrestrial from the invader races,

Page:  9

into a common gene line that we now call the "standard" human. Sarah

same type of gene code. Certain gene codes have, say, what is called ...

gene code. Certain gene codes have, say, what is called ... well there"s for
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2009 bring our gene-code back to that level. Which means our species would

mutations in the gene-code, and in order to move ourselves back into the
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in a blended gene code, we all have Human faces There were certain things
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with the Illuminati gene codes that if they are able to engage with what

people with Illuminati gene codes, it"s about everybody because if certain things are not
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twist in my gene code that allows me to be able to translate line,
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both Earth human gene lines"-both Illuminati and "Earth human" will have "
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from your immediate gene code, the weaker it will. .. the activation will be.
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and Illuminati-Human gene lines who do not achieve Stardust Alignment by the January
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"Earth human" gene lines will have "served their purposes" and "become
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and Illuminati-Human gene lines who do not achieve Stardust Alignment by the January
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This provided the gene code to enable the organic Krystic Races to pass through
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enabling the Aquari gene code to be carried into the lower density levels. This
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Force in our gene code; it is the Krystic Atomic Field within us and
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Krystal Spiral, our gene codes would be over-run by the 55-spin metatronic
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original Angelic Human gene code). After this amazing introduction to the new material,
lecture
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inherent to the gene code, and thus the evolutionary potentialities of the Biology. Dhani
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FAtale anti-Krystic gene line" during that period, allowing for its continued emergence today,
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• Connection between gene code and your incarnational heritage. • Planetary Time Cycles.
Intruder

part of our gene code. • The Higher Self A "bridge" between soul
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the DNA or gene code, and how distortions can manifest at many higher dimensional
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the Silicate Matrix gene code in the DNA. This is the basis for a
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P actually enhances gene expression and alteration which leads to a plausible explanation for
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components through altered gene expression and protein stability. [3) Circadian oscillations
occur even
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The Se(fish Gene. (I I It purports to be an approach to
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thcougb the embodied gene cod< Thus only betngs that ba\·e achie\-ed
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through the embodied gene code. Thus only beings that ha\·~ achi~\·
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Seal. These dormant gene codes allow forlhe separare DNA stra.nds to "plug

Tbt 12 dormant gene codes corresponding to 12 of the 15 Star Crystal Seals

Page:  87

"ety spectfic gene code combtnauons. whtch aUow for the formahoo of a fetal

Page:  116

is the original gene coost:rucbOil of tM human organism. Eac.b DNA Strand
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in the btoloJical gene co& that allows the neurolog:&cal and me cabo he
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of the human gene code the electrical impulses from the Soul Matrix are unable

Page:  247

done to the gene code of th~ race lines here, it is lcind of

comes to the gene code. AU life forms
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Seal. These dormant gene codes allow for the separate DNA strands to "plug

The 12 dormant gene codes corresponding to 12 of the 15 Star Crystal Seals

is the original gene construction of the human organism. Due to \-arious genetic
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hqM Matnx Crystal Gene. Tllls allows us the abWry to correct~ Morobogmeuc F1eld and
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the physical. operational gene code, as the dimensionalized conscious awareness within the
Unified Field
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